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Abstract

In this study, visible spectral lines in LHD helium discharges are analyzed and it was found that they
could be well fitted with gaussian profile. The results reveal a simple mechanism of of helium atom
recycling. Ion temperatures were also derived from the fitting. A typical value of the ion temperature
obtained was about 6 eV.
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I. Introduction II. Experiments

Understanding the behavior of neutral particle at
edge region in fusion plasmas is necessary to con-
trol fuelling and recycling. The spectral profile of
neutral particle emission lines (HQ, Da, He I, ,..)
from edge plasma contains information on the ve-
locity distribution of neutral particles and their ba-
sic recycling processes. The velocity distribution of
the atoms determines their penetration depth into
plasmas. Knowledge of atomic and molecular pro-
cesses, which can be studied from emission spectra
of neutral particles, is an important issue to under-
stand mechanisms of edge recycling.

In HT-6M, HQ lines in front of limiter have
been observed with high-resolution spectrometer
and analyzed by fitting spectral line shape with
multi-gaussian profiles and deriving velocity dis-
tribution of neutral hydrogen atoms [1]. Contri-
butions of atomic, molecular and reflection pro-
cesses in Ha line can be identified. Monte-Carlo
simulation reproduces the spatial distribution of
neutral hydrogen atoms measured by multi- chan-
nel HQ line monitoring. In TEXTOR, the pro-
files of Ha lines with and without CH4 gas puffing
have been investigated using high-resolution spec-
trometers^], and contribution of molecular process
(chemical sputtering) in edge recycling has been
studied. In the TFTR DT-experiments the TQ line
has recently been observed in the study of recycling
and isotope exchange.

For spectral lines dominated with Doppler
broadening, the ion temperature and flow veloc-
ity can be derived from spectral width and shift.
In LHD, He I and Ha lines are observed from paral-
lel multi-line of sight in helium discharges. A basic
behavior of neutral particles at edge is investigated
by spectral line analysis.

The visible spectral profile of emission line was
measured with a high-resolution spectrometer.
Visible light emitted from LHD plasma is collected
by lens and transferred through optical fibers to
a diagnostic room. The optical fibers are coupled
to the entrance slit of the spectrometer with CCD.
The line of sight for the present study is vertically
arranged from Z-—598 mm to Z=598 mm with 12
optical fibers. The 12 lines of sight are indicated
with magnetic configuration in Fig. 1. The spec-
trometer is equipped with a CCD camera as a de-
tector to measure spectra with spatial resolution.
The absolute wavelength and spectral dispersion
on CCD are determined from well-known emission
lines. Figure 2b shows a spectrum in the LHD he-
lium discharge. Three lines shown in the figure are
He I at 6678.151 A, Ha at 6562.793 A and He I
at 6560.099 A respectively. The dispersion of the
spectrometer on the CCD camera is determined to
be -0.2297 A/pix as shown in Fig. 2a. The instru-
mental width of the spectra on the CCD camera is
estimated to be 3.5 pixels by measuring emission
lines of Hg lamp.

The spectra of emission lines are integrated for
0.1 s. The present CCD camera has a periodical
noise (Fig. 3b), which overlaps the spectra shown
in Fig. 3a (it can be drastically reduced by cooling
the CCD below -40° C). The noise can be sub-
tracted by no-exposed signal (Fig. 3b) because the
noise is stationary shown in Fig. 3c. To process the
data, we can fit the pre-processed signal as shown
in Fig. 3c. We can also fit raw data directly, where
noise is treated as a polynomial background in the
fitting procedure. Figure 4 shows the two fitting
procedures. They give the same results, as an ex-
ample for He I line at 6678.151 A shown in Table
1.
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Table I: Gaussian fitting for He I at 6678.151 A.

Fit

Sub. BKG

Fit. BKG

height

7395
, ±37

7437
±40

center

35.6416
±0.0088

35.6412
±0.0103

FWHM

3.8776
±0.0207

3.9148
±0.0217

III. Spectral analysis

There are principally three spectral profiles,
i.e. Gaussian-, Lorentzian- and Voigt profiles.
Gaussian- and Lorentzian- profiles correspond to
Doppler and pressure broadening mechanisms.
Voigt profile is a mixture of Gaussian- and Lorentz-
profiles. In fusion plasma, Doppler broadening is
normally dominant. However, the pressure broad-
ening may play an important role in line shape if
we looked at a pellet ablation cloud or gas puffing.
Therefore, it is necessary to check the line shape
before analysis. Figure 5 gives the He I line at 5876
A fitted by three spectral profiles and their resid-
uals after fitting. The residual in Lorentz profile
fitting has systematic distribution. Gaussian- and
Voigt- profiles give a good fitting where their resid-
uals show only statistic noise. In Voigt profile fit-
ting, the shape parameter, which zero and one rep-
resent pure Gaussian- and Lorentzian-profiles, re-
spectively, is only 0.06. This means Doppler broad-
ening is dominant in spectral profile in present
study. This result is reasonable because line of
sight does not across the region of gas puffing.
There is also no pellet injection in these shots we
studied.

To investigate recycling at the edge, it is nec-
essary to check the line shape by multi-gaussian
fitting. The double gaussian profiles give the best
and reproducible fitting to neutral helium emission
lines at 6678 A and 5876 A. Otherwise, fitting
with more than two gaussian profiles are not re-
peatable. This means that there exist mainly two
gaussian profiles in measured helium emission lines.
It should not be surprised because the neutral he-
lium exists as atom. There is no molecular pro-
cess involved in plasma at the edge. Possible con-
tributions to He I emission lines are excitation of
helium atom by electron impact, reflection at the
surface of wall in the divertor region (see Fig. 1)
and charge exchange. Typical double Gaussian fit-
ting is shown in Fig. 6. The first one has narrow
FWHM of 3.6 pixels and 91% area of the spectral
line. It is due to radiation of helium atom excited
by electron impact. The FWHM of spectral line in
this part varies between 3.6-4.5 pixels for different
lines of sight in many shots. This is only a little

larger than instrumental width meaning a very low
ion temperature. These results mean that most of
neutral helium atom localize in a small region near
the edge. The second gaussian profile has broader
FWHM of 5.7 pixels and ~ 9% of area. The peak
center is shifted upwards 1.6 pixels from peak cen-
ter of the first one, corresponding to a wavelength
downshift of 0.5 A. We analyzed several tens of
neutral helium lines in different shots. The sum-
marized result shows values of FWHM (5.2-7.2 pix-
els), area (7-10%) and wavelength downshift (0.29-
0.5 A). This behavior of the second gaussian profile
suggests a weak dependence on the main plasma.
A possible contribution may be particle reflection
from the wall. The reflected particle energy is esti-
mated from wavelength shift and the value is about
1 eV.

In the following analysis, we fit emission lines
only with a single gaussian profile to get intensity
and rotation velocity because the second gaussian
profile contributes spectral line less than 10%. The
single gaussian fitting is shown in Fig. 4a and gives
a good result with low and statistic residual. Fig-
ure 7 shows intensity and rotation velocity derived
from Doppler shift of spectral line peak for He I
line at 6678 A in the LHD 6741 shot (last 100 ms).
The channel 1 at Z=598.75 mm is far from plasma
and does not have enough emission. Lines of sight
of channel 11 at Z=—520.75 mm and channel 12
at —598.75 mm are also out of plasma. Signal of
channel 12 is very weak and immerses in noise. Sig-
nal of channel 11 can be clearly seen. They may
be caused by light reflection at the wall of vacuum
vessel. The intensity profile of He I line is seemed
to be broad. However, the penetration of neutral
helium atom should not be deep into the plasma in
LHD plasma parameters. It is possibly caused by a
large contribution of recombination emission dur-
ing quench of plasma, when the electron temper-
ature may become very low. This behavior of he-
lium atoms is checked by measuring another emis-
sion line of He I at 5876 A. The result is shown
in Fig. 8 in the LHD 6756 shot. The performance
of this shot is very low as shown in Fig. 9. The
maximum stored energy is only 32 kJ. A time evo-
lution of He I emission intensity profile is shown
in Fig. 10 for the LHD 6750 shot, whose perfor-
mance is higher as shown in Fig. 11. The stored
energy up to 127 kJ is achieved. The intensity of
the emission line on the upper half plasma is higher
than on lower half. It may be a result of trianglar-
ity of the plasma, whose line of sight is longer on
the upper half region as shown in Fig. 1. It is re-
ally difficult to derive the local profile of emission
intensity because of contribution from the region
outside LCFS.

The rotation of particle is seemed to be rigid.
It may be a result of instrumental error, i.e. mis-



alignment of optical fiber array against the detec-
tor. The FWHM of the spectral line from differ-
ent channels varies very little as shown in Fig. 12,
which supports the conclusion of narrow shell for
distribution of neutral helium atoms. The ion tem-
perature must be very low because the FWHM
is only a little higher than instrumental width,
which means concentration of helium atoms near
the edge.

Behavior of helium ions is very similar to neu-
tral helium atoms. The spectral result obtained
from He II line at 4686 A for the LHD 6747 shot is
shown in Fig. 13. The performance of this shot is
the same as the shot of 6750 as shown in Fig. 11.
Only the FWHM of the spectral line is higher. The
almost constant FWHM of the chord integrated
spectral lines means the emission from a narrow
region near the edge. Ion temperature is derived
to be ~ 6 eV higher than that derived from He I
line. It is because helium ion has higher ionization
potential and penetrates deeper into the plasma.
The line integrated intensity profile of He II emis-
sion is shown in Fig. 14 and has similar behavior
as He I emission.

IV. Discussion

An Ha line has been also observed in the present
study. The neutral hydrogen particles are released
from the wall due to exchange process with helium
particles. However, the signal to noise ratio is not
high enough to investigate recycling and particle
exchange mechanisms. This topic is interesting to
understand mechanisms in wall conditioning with
helium discharge. For this purpose, more sensitive
and less noise detection system is required.

The helium particles exist as single atoms. It
has also a very low absorption by the wall of vac-
uum vessel. The mechanisms of recycling for he-
lium become simple. In this study, a unique pos-
sible process is particle reflection at the wall. But
its contribution may be very small. The emission
from region outside LCFS causes this conclusion
not very sure. A better configuration for this study
is necessary to measure spectra with other line of
sight to avoid this contribution. Of course, analy-
sis in this study is also suitable to investigate di-
vertor plasma in a special configuration to avoid
emission from main plasma. It is really difficult
to derive the local profile of emission intensity be-
cause of complicated magnetic configuration and
contribution from region outside LCFS. But nar-
row distributions of helium atom and ion can still
be determined from behaviors of spectral line. It
is valuable to study the neutral hydrogen behavior
by measuring HQ line in hydrogen discharge. Com-
parison of their behaviors can get new insight into
the mechanisms of recycling at the edge.

In summary, a spectral line emitted from helium
particle is analyzed in LHD helium discharges. A
possible mechanism of recycling of helium atoms
at edge is the reflection at the wall. But the ra-
tio is very low. an ion temperature derived from
emission line of helium ions is about 6 eV.
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Figure captions

FIG. 1 Magnetic configuration and lines of sight
for spectral measurements.

FIG. 2 Calibration of wavelength and dispersion
on CCD camera.

FIG. 3 Periodical noise (b) overlap on signal (a).
It can be subtracted(c).

FIG. 4 Fitting data subtracted BKG (a) and in-
cluding BKG.

FIG. 5 Spectral line fitting by Gaussian-.
Lorentz- and Voigt. profiles.

FIG. 6 . Double-gaussian profiles fitting for Hel
line at 5876 A.

FIG. 7 Intensity and rotation velocity derived
from Hel at 667.8nm in LHD 6741 shot.

FIG. 8 Line integrated intensity profile derived
from Hel at 587.6nm in LHD 6756 shot.

FIG. 9 Elementary waveforms of LHD 6756 shot.

FIG. 10 Time evolution of line integrated emis-
sion in LHD 6750 shot for Hel at 587.6 nm.

FIG. 11 Elementary waveforms of LHD 6750
shot.

FIG. 12 FWHM of Hel at 587.6nm in LHD 6750
shot.

FIG. 13 Behavior of Hell line at 468.6nm. in
LHD 6747 shot.

FIG. 14 Time evolution of line integrated emis-
sion in LHD 6747 shot for Hell at 468.6nm.
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